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Join Us in Shaping the Future of Arts Education!Position: Co-Founder,

TPEd/TheatreशालाAre You Ready for a Transformational Journey?About Us:Embark on a

groundbreaking venture with Theatre Professionals Pvt Ltd (TPPL) and Drama Schools

Foundation Mumbai (DSFM). Our esteemed brands, Theatre Professionals Education

and Theatreशाला, have been at the forefront of revolutionizing arts education in India for over

a decade. With a rich legacy of pioneering initiatives and a network of specialist trainers,

we are poised to redefine the landscape of drama in education.Your Opportunity:This isn’t

just a job; it's a chance to co-create the future of education through the transformative

power of drama. We’re seeking visionaries who have firsthand experience with the profound

impact of arts-based education and are eager to share its benefits widely. As a Co-

Founder, you’ll embark on a journey from consultancy to co-foundership, playing a pivotal role

in reshaping our offerings and strategies for a dynamic relaunch.What We Offer:- A rare

opportunity to structure a generous ownership plan within the new organization, while

benefiting from the parent organization's support.- The chance to lead a pioneering initiative

that aims to revolutionize arts education in India.- A dynamic, collaborative environment

where your ideas and leadership will shape the future of education.Key Responsibilities:-

Spearhead project development, strategy, and vision for TPEd/Theatreशाला.- Drive

fundraising efforts and cultivate strategic partnerships.- Oversee content and curriculum

design to maximize educational impact.- Build and lead a high-performing team committed to

our mission.Qualifications:- Proven experience in educational program development and

leadership.-.A passion for arts and education. - Strong entrepreneurial spirit with a track record
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of successful project management.- Excellent partnership development and fundraising

skills.- Commitment to leveraging the arts for social change.Commitment &

Compensation:Start with a 6-month part-time consultancy contract, with potential transition to

a full-time co-founder role. Compensation discussions based on outcomes and milestones

achieved during the consultancy phase.How to Apply:Email your detailed resume and a

cover letter outlining your interest and experience to sdarbari@dsfm.in with the subject line

'Interest in the post of Co-Founder, TPEd/Theatreशाला'.Join Us in Transforming Education

Through Drama!Equal opportunity employer - We welcome applicants from diverse

backgrounds. SKILL SETS: Educational Program DevelopmentStrategic

PlanningLeadershipProject ManagementEntrepreneurial SpiritFundraisingPartnership

DevelopmentTeam BuildingFinancial ManagementArts AdministrationCultural

ProjectsCommunication SkillsInterpersonal SkillsCommitment to Educational EquityPassion for

the Performing Arts
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